
Stage 4 - Cutting Out Squares (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 1 (For right scissor cutting hand.) Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with 
your thumb up.”   “Starting at the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the 
second side to the corner and then turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Squares (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 1 (For left scissor cutting hand.) Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with 
your thumb up.”   “Starting at the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the 
second side to the corner and then turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Squares (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 5 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   “Starting at  
the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the second side to the corner and then 
turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Squares (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 5 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   “Starting at  
the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the second side to the corner and then 
turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Triangles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 2 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   “Starting at  
the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the second side to the corner and then 
turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Triangles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 2 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   “Starting at  
the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the second side to the corner and then 
turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Triangles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 13 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   “Starting at 
the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the second side to the corner and then 
turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Triangles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 13 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   “Starting at 
the scissor symbols, cut along the first side to the corner and then turn the paper.” Repeat this (eg: “Cut along the second side to the corner and then 
turn the paper.”) 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Circles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 1 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”  
  “Starting at the scissor symbols, cut one long line to make the circle. Turn the paper as you cut.” 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Circles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 1 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   

 “Starting at the scissor symbols, cut one long line to make the circle. Turn the paper as you cut.” 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Circles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 12 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   

 “Starting at the scissor symbols, cut one long line to make the circle. Turn the paper as you cut.” 
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Stage 4 - Cutting Out Circles (Child’s cutting line should not be wider than 1cm). 
Worksheet 12 Task Instructions - Adult says:   “Hold the paper with your thumb up.”   “Pick up the scissors with your thumb up.”   

 “Starting at the scissor symbols, cut one long line to make the circle. Turn the paper as you cut.” 
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